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ABSTRACT
Cameras as Computational Devices
As electronic sensors replaced film in cameras, not much appeared to change.
However, modern digital cameras contain computers. Instead of merely simulating film,
the camera can use the sensor and optics to intelligently capture data for more
sophisticated processing -- doing things no film camera could. This talk will introduce
two very different computational photography concepts that we've been developing. The
first is a method by which a commodity camera can be used to capture scene depth
data in a single shot. Combining a better understanding of optics with appropriate
processing produces images for "3D" viewing, allows refocus after capture, etc. The
second concept involves a completely new way of thinking about camera sensors -- in
which the sensor itself is a massively-parallel computer constructed using millions of
nanocontrollers.
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one of the founders of the EPICS (Engineering Projects In Community Service)
program. He is a member of ACM, IEEE, and SPIE.
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